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Mission

Vision

Values

Cultivate in every MSLF child a life-long love of learning.

Excellence in Education
We achieve excellence in education by inspiring children toward their full 
social and intellectual potential.

Respect for the Child
We respect each child and are committed to guiding each student on his or 
her own individual path to independence and intellectual development.

Self-Development and Self-Knowledge
We value learning in prepared environments as a way to promote natural 
curiosity, self-development, and self-knowledge. 

Appreciation of the Natural World 
We value the outdoor environment as a way to cultivate the child’s inborn 
appreciation of nature and human beings’ age-old role as stewards of the 
natural world.  

Diversity and Cooperation 
We value carefully balanced classrooms which provide diversity in age, 
background, and skill level as a way to teach cooperation, mutual respect, 
and peaceful resolution of conflicts – critical skills of effective citizens in    
a democratic society. 

Engaged Communities 
We value the active involvement of family, faculty, and friends. 

To evolve in relevant and measurable ways the principles of Montessori 
education for the benefit of the children of the 21st Century.  
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Greetings from MSLF
It is my great honor to assume the role of Board President for the school’s 
historic 50th year in 2016-17. This is our family’s sixth year at the school 
and we are proud to be part of this wonderful community. 

A great deal of the school’s success is due to the leadership of Tom 
Zengeler, who completed a three-year term as Board President in 2015-16,
and our Head of School, Ann Jordahl, who continues to build MSLF into a 
model for Montessori education. I want to thank both of them for their 
dedication, commitment, and enthusiasm for making MSLF the best 
possible learning environment for our children. I also want to thank 
the incredibly talented and engaged volunteer Board with whom I serve.  
These parents and alumni invest countless hours into the school’s success 
and it is an honor to serve with them.

I am pleased to say that your school is doing well and continuing to improve. We have a wonderful group of 
families, teachers, and staff. One of the ways we measure our success is through our annual parent survey.  
Our 2015-16 survey showed a nearly 50% increase in response rate, and an overall satisfaction level of 95% 
(rated 4 or 5 out of 5), up from 84% in the prior year. We had many great things to celebrate in 2015-16, 
including the return of the MSLF gala to the main campus, a healthy increase in our annual campaign, 
additional investments in professional development for our teachers, and continued growth in the Blue 
House under the leadership of new Adolescent Program Director, Steve Sennott.

Although the school is doing well, we are always looking to get better, and the parent survey is an important 
means of identifying ways of doing that. I hope you are noticing the many improvements to school facilities, 
the addition of new teachers, and the increased focus on community and communication – topics that were 
identified as improvement areas from the survey. We take your feedback seriously and I encourage parents 
to participate in the survey each year.

During the 2015-16 school year, the Board worked to refresh our five-year strategic plan. The cornerstone of 
our philosophy is our mission: “To cultivate in every MSLF child a lifelong love of learning.” Our philosophy not 
only speaks to providing a high quality education, but also to developing thoughtful, engaged citizens and 
kind, caring, and happy children.

The three main elements of our strategy are to provide an exceptional school experience, grow and develop 
the MSLF community, and build a sustainable institution. There are important roles for all of us as parents in 
this strategy and I encourage you to get involved. This could take the form of observing your child in the 
classroom (a unique Montessori experience), attending class and school events, or volunteering to assist in the 
classroom or with school activities. MSLF really is a place where you get out of it what you put in. The more 
involved you are as a family, the more you will benefit.  

Finally, I would be remiss in not highlighting our two main fundraising initiatives: the successful fall Annual 
Giving Campaign, and the spring “Where Our Roots Are” Annual Hope and Promise Benefit, held at our Laurel 
Drive Campus. These two annual events help fund many improvements in the school, including providing our 
exceptional teachers with much needed support for continuing education.

I want to sincerely thank everyone for choosing MSLF for your family. You are part of a wonderful and unique 
institution and I look forward to celebrating an amazing 50th year together. Thank you for your support!

Sincerely,

Court Carruthers
Board President



Dear Members of the Montessori School of Lake Forest Community,

Where Our Roots Are: MSLF has always aimed, and always succeeded, in 
its mission to “Cultivate in every MSLF child a life-long love of learning.”  
All human beings are characterized by their desire to learn, and inspired 
by the satisfactions that learning brings. But MSLF alumni bring particular 
and ongoing zest to their quest for learning—a natural result of their 
excellent Montessori education.  

MSLF, like all first-rate Montessori schools, steadfastly observes 
Montessori principles to provide children with excellent and relevant 
educations. We “follow the child” as we “prepare the environment” 
according to the characteristics of “the Four Planes of Development.” We provide “freedom and limits” 
as we present and re-present many developmentally appropriate lessons, ensure practice, and protect 
concentration by protecting “the work cycle.” We teach children to live with “Grace and Courtesy” and to 
express themselves confidently in all situations.  Our students develop “Respect and Responsibility” towards 
self, others, and the world around them. And they enter that world with autonomy and with intellectual and 
personal integrity, based on strong academic skills, social skills, self-knowledge, and self-control.

MSLF is unique in that it places the Parent-Child-Teacher triad at the heart of its educational methods. We 
insure that each point of this triad is strong, and in good communication with the other two points. At MSLF, 
school is a resource which supports the healthy development of the child and of the parent-child bond. Our 
role is, and always has been, to support the maturation of healthy children, step by step and day by day.

As we reflect on our 49th year, we reflect on the continuity of our goals and our success in meeting those 
goals. MSLF has sent many, many alumni out into the world, and each and every one of them can look to us 
as a source of their roots, a source of the love of learning which guides their lives and inspires their success.

And as we prepare to celebrate our 50th anniversary, we continue to refine our delivery of excellent 
Montessori education and thus remain as relevant in the world today as we have been for the last 
half century.

Best wishes,

Ann Jordal
Executive Director
Montessori School of Lake Forest
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Message from the 
Executive Director



At the end of the school year, the MSLF community unites to celebrate the accomplishments of the students who            
are ready to step up to the next level. Our Primary classes gather together to celebrate and present the “Key of 
Knowledge” to those children who complete the full Primary program cycle. Our 3rd Year Lower Elementary children 
prepare for their “Stepping Up” ceremonies, giving speeches in front of family and friends. And our 6th Year Upper 
Elementary students and Adolescent Program graduates are celebrated at the end of the school year, during the 
Graduation Ceremony.

Adolescent Program

The Adolescent Program celebrated the following 8th Year students who 
“stepped out” at the end of the school year: Simon Corsiglia, Trisha Patel, 
Anna Serkland and Mitchell Strehler.

We are also pleased and proud to announce the 9th Year students 
graduating as the Montessori School of Lake Forest Class of 2016: Matthew 
Evans, Alaina Lykins, Eleanor Michaud, Lillian Michaud, Gianna Stompanato 
and Leila Tarabein. Congratulations to all!

We congratulate the following 
students who “stepped up” to the 
next level at the end of the 2015-2016 
school year:

Primary to Elementary 
Matthew Fosselman
Blake Mac Millin
Ryan Shaffer
Liam Carruthers
Grace Rieder
Laurel Zeller
Ariel Ackerson
Noah Byk
Paige Rynes
Jayden Simon
Viola Stewart
Andrew Surber
Elyssa Cheng
Dutch Kabrud
Tahir Patel
Willow Shanahan

Lower Elementary 
to Upper Elementary
Peri Feddermann
Miles Foster
Layla Mac Millin
Hollis Mann
Frances Marino

Upper Elementary
to Adolescent
Aidan Ahern
William Ahern
Adwoa Asibey-Aning
Maeve Brady
Steven Hooke
Christian Noble
Alexander Wildes
Andrew Zengeler
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Stepping Up



During the course of each school year, the Montessori School of Lake 
Forest holds two major fundraising initiatives: the Annual Giving Campaign 
and the Annual Benefit.  The school also thrives on significant parent 
involvement, such as the Room Parents, Benefit Committee volunteers, 
the MSLF Parent Association and other spirit-driven initiatives.

www.mslf.org/give-today

Supporting MSLF

ANNUAL GIVING    
The Montessori School of Lake 
Forest’s Annual Giving campaign is 
the foundation of the school’s 
fundraising activities. Tuition covers 
only 90% of the annual budget 
requirements, and the remaining 10% 
comes from generous donors. Annual 
Giving contributions supplement the 
operating budget, thereby avoiding 

the need for higher tuition.  MSLF 
asks “every family, every year” to 
show its commitment to the school 
by supporting Annual Giving. Each 
contribution makes it possible for 
MSLF to continue to provide 
exceptional education programs and 
a diverse socio-economic learning 
environment.
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Annual Giving

We are pleased to report that MSLF 
raised $102,545.57 during the 2015-
2016 Annual Giving Campaign. 
Generous gifts were given from the 
Board of Directors, faculty and staff, 
grandparent and parent communities.  
The participation rate was 100% from 
teachers and staff, and 76% from 
current MSLF families. The funds 
raised go toward supporting capital 
improvements to the school, as well 
as ongoing operations and program-
ming at both campuses.
  
Thank you for participating in our 
Annual Giving program. Together, we 
can make a difference for MSLF and 
its children…now and in the future.   

BENEFIT
The Annual Hope and Promise               
Benefit invites our community to 
come together for a meaningful           
and relaxed evening of fun that also 
serves to raise the funds necessary    
to support MSLF.  Many parents            
spend long hours collaborating and 
preparing for the event.
 
The children also get involved as they 
showcase their talents in the creation 
of classroom projects. These master-
pieces become the focal point of the 
live auction during the event.
 
This year’s Hope and Promise Benefit 
was a huge success! The MSLF com-
munity gathered at our Laurel Drive 
Campus for an evening of food, 
drinks, fun and giving! Our school   
was the perfect venue filled with 
wonderful community spirit as we 
celebrated “Where Our Roots Are.”

Together we raised $110,653 that will 
directly benefit our students and our 
school, as well as provide essential 
professional development opportuni-
ties for our beloved teachers.



PARENT VOLUNTEERS  
  Room Parents

Toddler 1
Lori Oster

Toddler 2
Hope Allegretti

Primary 1
Laura Fosselman
Ioana Savos

Primary 2
Kirstin Carruthers
Hope Allegretti
Helen Gerbin

Primary 4
Jennifer Cockrel
Nicole Korczak

Primary 5
Pangela Cheng
Laurie Shanahan

Lower Elementary 1
Kirstin Carruthers
Karen Connell

Lower Elementary 2
Tanya Hinkle
Ping Wright

Upper Elementary 
Tanya Hinkle 
Kristyn Moore 
Tamara Mannelly
Asiya Mulani

Adolescent Program
Jennifer Michaud 
Lori Chamberlin

BENEFIT COMMITTEE

Kirstin Carruthers, Event Chair
Laura Fosselman, Committee Chair 
Jennifer Cockrel, Committee Chair 
Hope Allegretti, Décor Chair
Helen Gerbin, Décor Chair
Monica Pearson, Décor Chair
 

Christine Alevras
Tia Bagan
Cassie Carver
Susan Faidi
Samantha Falbe
Scott Falbe
Jessica Federighi
Asiya Mulani 
Jennifer Polacheck
Kelly Rynes
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Every Family…Every Year



Year in Review
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“Where Our Roots Are” Benefit
The Annual Hope and Promise Benefit is the school’s largest fundraiser, and was 
held on April 30, 2016. 
  
The theme “Where our Roots Are” reflects the milestone moment 50 years ago, 
when a group of dedicated parents came together with the vision to establish a 
school based on Dr. Montessori’s educational theories. They founded MSLF as a 
not-for-profit organization and put down the roots for the first MSLF students. 
We celebrated those roots as we prepared to mark the 50th Anniversary of the 
school’s opening in August of 2016.

We celebrated both our past and our future. Our wonderful school was estab-
lished by the kind of visionary thinkers who have continued to steward it over 
the course of half a century, and who will do so into the future. These people 
were just like us, and they too gathered as we still do, on behalf of our 
children, and the children of the future.

This year we were honored to celebrate with Sonja Koenig, who was instrumental 
in founding our Toddler Program in 1978; Linda Davis, who became the first 
Adolescent Program Director in 2003; Kenneth and Katherine Ritter, who 
founded the Outdoor Learning and Discovery Project; and Claudia Lovelette, 
a longtime Board member whose beloved husband Chuck Knight served as Board 
President and was dedicated to the growth and success of MSLF. 

Paddle Raiser
Each year, the Benefit includes a Paddle Raiser in support of a specific school 
initiative. This past year, the focus was on continuing education for teachers, 
making it possible for them to attend conferences and classes that are in 
distant cities, as well as those that take place locally. The Fund a Need raised 
and impressive $42,186.00 for our beloved teachers.

Thank you to all of our dedicated volunteers, faculty, staff, children and            
adolescents. This event would not be possible without the generous contribu-
tions of time, talent and money, and auction items by many people and              
organizations. Thank you to all, but especially to our Benefit Chair, Kirstin 
Carruthers, for working tirelessly to bring it all back to “Where Our Roots Are.”               
It truly was a memorable evening.

Annual Benefit
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Liabilities

Accounts Payable $6
Accrued Liabilities $86
Unearned Tuition $101
Mortgage Payable $1,355
Parent Deposits $181
Total Liabilities $1,728
Net Assets $2,100

Total Liabilities & Net Assets $3,828

Assets

Cash $4
Savings and Investment $651
Accounts Receivable $52
Prepaid Expense $44
Property and Equipment $3,065
Bond Escrow 0
Loan Costs $11

Total Assets $3,828

Revenue

Tuition and Fees $2,598
Contributions $151
Interest Income $1
Fundraising $107

Total $2,857

All figures are in 000s

Expenses

Instruction $1,706
Administration $588
Facilities $320
Interest Expense & Depreciation $262

Total $2,877
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Annual Giving & 
Benefit Donations
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Every Family…Every Year



Adrian Nastase Photography/

 Micle-Savos Family 

The Barking Lot

Belvedere Catering

Bent Fork Bakery

C. Saville Photography

Chalet Nursery

Brandon Chartier

Melissa Chen

Chicago Children's Theatre

Chicago Shakespeare Theater

Comcast Sportnet/Marino Family

Jeff Daube

Dolce Mia Biscotti

Down to Earth Designs/Katherine   

 Ritter

Egg Harbor

Express Promotions

Falbe Family

The Field Museum

Forest Orthodontics

Forever Smiles & Lake Forest Dental 

 Associates

Francesca's

The French Pastry School

Gerbin Family

Glacier Ice Arena

Goodman Family

Granite Gear/Zee Zhang

Gretta's Goats

Judy Haddad

Hausa

Henry-Currier Family

Hop Till You Drop

Illinois Railway Museum

Intelligent Lighting Creations/Falbe 

 Family

Jenny Sweeney Designs

Jewel Lake Forest

KidSnips

Knollwood Fire Department

Kohl Children's Museum

Korczak Family

Lake Bluff Hub and Cycle

Lake Bluff Massage Therapy

Lake Forest Book Store

Lake Forest Health and Fitness

Lake Forest Police Department

Lake Forest Symphony

Lakeside Lanes

David Layfer

Kathy Lazar/Piscitello-Warren Family 

Libertyville Gymnastics Academy

Little Legends Soccer Academy

Loews Chicago Hotel

Julia Lunn

Make Craft Camp

Mancusi Family

Mann Family

Mannelly Family

Maple Jewels/Kimberly Snodgrass

Martha Abelson Photography

Matt Feddermann

Mite Graphics/Mike Pavelich

Melichar Architects

Museum of Science and Industry

Nielsen-Massey Vanillas

Northshore Dermatology Center

Orbridge/Staples Family

Pascal Pour Elle

Perfect Brewing Supply

Peterson Products

Popcorn Factory

Pressed Vibrance

Illustrator Christian Robinson

Rosa Ernst

Rynes Family

School of Rock

Shanahan Family

Shedd Aquarium

Silver Star Home Services

Snickelfritz Toys

Jennifer Strehler

Sutton Studios

Tillman Family

Usana/Lydia Tan

Visual Image Photography

Walt Disney World

Wilhome

Würfel Family

Zero Waste by Michaela Glusic

Zitzewitz Family

Every effort has been made to ensure that the donors who support the 
school’s mission are recognized for their generosity.  If you have not 
received proper recognition for your gift in this Annual Report, please 
accept our apologies and notify our office so that we may correct our 
records. All gifts listed in this report were received between July 1, 2015 
and June 30, 2016.

MSLF is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. All contributions are 100% tax 
deductible to the extent allowed by the law.

Thank you to the entire Montessori School of Lake Forest Community for 
your generous support, donations, volunteerism, time, talents and dedica-
tion to our wonderful school. Our strong community is the key to MSLF’s 
growth and expansion. Our fundraising efforts directly impact our ability to 
retain and recruit exceptional teachers, enhance our technology, and 
expand our financial aid program.
 

Please accept our sincerest “thank you!”
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Board Function and Structure
MSLF’s Board of Directors plays an important and precise role in the school’s operation. As its governing body, the Board 
establishes overall policy and assures the financial stability of the school. Its role is strategic in nature.  The Board 
employs the school’s Executive Director, who then employs the administrative staff, faculty, and support personnel. The 
Board is positioned to think and act from a big-picture, long-range planning perspective, while the administrative staff 
focuses on implementing programs and managing day-to-day operations.
  
The Board is comprised of current parents, alumni parents, alumni and community leaders, who are recruited for their 
skills, experience and perspective. The group meets on a regular basis during the year, and its collective expertise is both 
broad and deep. This year the Board focused on clarifying committee structure in order to support the goals of the 
2013-18 Strategic Plan: To grow and develop community, to strengthen operations, to invest in the future of the school.

Thank you to all those who have contributed, and continue to contribute in this 
capacity. Your passion for good Montessori makes our school great. 

Board of Directors

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board Officers
Thomas Zengeler President
Court Carruthers Vice President
Lou Mancusi Treasurer
Jennifer Currier Secretary

Board Members
Linda Brady
Jennifer Cockrel
Laura Fossleman
Ben Grum
Bradford Patrick
Ann Rieder
Kelly Rynes
Dean Shaffer
Laurie Shanahan
Chris Tennyson
Kimberly Wisneski



ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Ann Jordahl  Executive Director
Larry Pence Business Office
Laura Ernst                Admission and Marketing
Kathleen Marino Development and Events
Teresa Pavelich Enrollment and Communications
Kevin Gallagher Facilities
Lynn Dolister Receptionist
Ellwyn Bohnert Health Office/Food Service
Emir Calderon Facilities
Maria De Jesus Rios Facilities

FACULTY
Adolescent
Bev Adamczyk
Eric Carlberg
Ann Jordahl
Devon Mann
Monserrat Mares
Colin Palombi
Ellen Pavelich
Steve Sennott
Danna Victor

Elementary
Kathryn Jasinski
Jamie Knight
Mary Taylor

Primary
Carolyn Lanni
Eva Leung
Tami Levandowski
Monica Pearson
Mia Stompanato

0-3
Kristin Caldwell
Jessica DeBruler
Ann Jordahl

The MSLF Team
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The MSLF Team

Assistants
Brandon Chartier
Margo Czechowski
Kristin Etchingham
Brenda Garwal
Michaela Glusic
Pat Gregory
Tyler Ku
Jennina Maisonet
Tessa Schory
Margaret Stypik
Marta Wagner
Marianna Wildes
Kathy Willis

Academic Programs & Support
Bev Adamczyk, Latin
Paula Cantor, Learning Specialist
Brandon Chartier, Outdoor Education
Helen Gerbin, Physical Education, 
 Movement, Theater
Michaela Glusic, German
Linda Korbakes, Speech & Language 
 Pathologist
Eva Leung, Chinese
Julia Lunn, Outdoor Education, 
 Culinary Director
Monserrat Mares, Spanish
Marianna Wildes, Spanish



Laurel Drive Campus
13700 West Laurel Drive

Lake Forest, IL 60045
Telephone 847-918-1000

Fax 847-918-1304

Blue House Campus
32470 Harris Road

Grayslake, IL 60030
Telephone 847-543-0002

www.mslf.org


